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The Small Capitalization Portfolio Composite was up 9.78%, net of fees, for the quarter.  This was 

behind the 14.58% increase for the Russell 2000 Index.
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  The Small Capitalization Portfolio Composite 

remains ahead of the Russell 2000 Index since inception.
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Normally, being up 9% in one quarter is very good; but this quarter that performance lagged the 

benchmark.  We have, as usual, several positions where the reward portion of the risk to reward 

calculation has been extended by a quarter or two, and the usual end of quarter “window dressing” 

(some portfolio managers sell underperforming positions at quarter end) seemed to hit more of our 

positions than usual (early Q2 returns reveal a snap back).  A general headwind to the portfolio 

continues to be, in our opinion, the historically large gap between value and growth stocks.  Buying 

attractive but out-of-favor stocks, i.e. “value” stocks, and holding them as their management teams 

improve the businesses remains unpopular with most of Wall Street.  We are not looking to change and 

“chase growth for the sake of growth”, and we remain confident and excited about the medium and 

long-term potential of the portfolio.  We have witnessed the power of a concentrated, long-term 

portfolio, and we look forward to benefitting from both our individual position potential and the 

tailwind that may come from an eventual shift into value-type stocks. 

 

The Portfolio
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During the quarter we bought new positions in Tailored Brands, Inc. (TLRD), and Briggs & Stratton 

Corp. (BGG), and added to our existing position in Prestige Consumer Healthcare (PBH).  We 

liquidated our positions in Natus Medical (BABY), Echo Global Logistics (ECHO) and MDC 

Holdings (MDC).  Lastly, we reduced exposure in existing positions Luminex Corp (LMNX) and 

Acacia Communications (ACIA). 

 

Tailored Brands owns clothing stores The Men’s Warehouse and JoS. A. Bank.  Despite recent 

stumbles, the company’s earnings have historically been very consistent in both strong and weak 

economies.  Men’s Warehouse has a robust tuxedo rental business that generates steady cash flows and 

has allowed the company to pay down debt.  Similar to other retailers, TLRD has seen near-term 

demand headwinds over the past few months.  Moreover, after a few years of underinvestment, the 

company is investing in its information technology to improve operations and store functionality.  As a 

result, TLRD issued surprisingly modest Q1 guidance on its most recent conference call, and the stock 

was very weak.  We think the sell-off is overdone.  When the company gives its next update in June, 

and the Street realizes the earnings resilience and cash flow generation, the stock should recover.  

                                                 
1Past performance is no guarantee of future results, and no representation is made that results similar to those shown or discussed can be 

achieved. To receive a complete list and description of Investment Management of Virginia, LLC’s composites and/or a presentation that 

adheres to the Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS), contact Investment Management of Virginia at (804) 643-1100.  
2
 Inception of the portfolio is 1/1/94. 

3 The transactions/securities discussed in this section are generally portfolio-wide transactions for the accounts in this Portfolio and have 

not been selected by any performance criteria.  It should not be assumed that all accounts in the Portfolio had the same transactions or 

that transactions in the future will be as profitable or will equal the performance of the securities mentioned. 



 

 

Regardless, it was not a well-timed purchase by us, but we continue to believe the stock has significant 

intermediate and long-term potential.   

 

Briggs & Stratton is a company we have owned successfully in the past.  We bought the stock earlier 

this year after BGG reported disappointing Q1 results and an uninspiring outlook.  The company cited 

the Sears bankruptcy (BGG sells motors into Craftsman lawnmowers) and drought conditions in 

Australia and Europe (which reduce lawn-care demand).  We think both issues are transitory.  BGG 

operates a high quality but cyclical business, and we believe we are buying shares near the bottom of a 

company specific cycle.  Despite the weak near-term outlook, BGG produces solid cash flow and has a 

4.5% dividend yield – the highest since the 08/09 financial crisis.  We do not think conditions are as 

bad as 08/09 and expect the stock to recover from these (trough) levels as demand rebounds.      

 

During the quarter we added to our position in Prestige Consumer Healthcare.  PBH is still being 

negatively impacted by customer destocking (due to the Walgreens/Rite-Aid merger), but the rest of 

the business is performing well.  The destocking issue should conclude soon; we think PBH is 

significantly undervalued due to its cash generation, improving balance sheet, consistent results and 

eventual acquisition potential.    

 

We liquidated homebuilder MDC Holdings during the quarter.  Last quarter, we increased our housing-

related exposure with the purchase of cabinet maker American Woodmark Corp. (AMWD).  We think 

AMWD has more upside potential than MDC and do not want an overweight exposure to the housing 

market.   

 

We liquidated Echo Global Logistics as we saw limited upside in the stock after a strong 2018.  We 

had trimmed ECHO last year in a strong transport market, and it was one of the smallest positions in 

the portfolio.  Transport fundamentals have normalized, and the supply/demand imbalance that existed 

in 2018 has started to correct itself.   

 

We liquidated Natus Medical during the quarter as it continues to see top-line headwinds.  Also, the 

new management team appears to be facing a bigger turnaround than expected as they try to cut costs 

and integrate past acquisitions.  BABY is an interesting company, but we see limited near-term upside 

due to the operational and financial headwinds.   

 

Lastly, we trimmed our position in Acacia Communications.  Acacia’s stock reacted positively to a 

strong Q4 earnings report combined with relatively upbeat commentary on 2019 demand trends.  We 

continue to like the company due to its technological leadership, pristine balance sheet (over $9/share 

of cash and zero debt), and long-term demand opportunities in the 5G and global internet infrastructure 

build-out.  ACIA is introducing multiple new products this year to drive future growth.  Nonetheless, 

the stock has been very strong and a breakdown in the China trade negotiations might be very negative 

for ACIA, so we have reduced our exposure.   

 

The Equity Market 

After a dismal year-end to 2018, the first quarter of 2019 got off to a ripping start in January and gave 

us a better-than-average year’s returns in the first three months of the year.  In hindsight, the Federal 

Reserve’s interest rate increase last December was the straw that made the camel start to panic.  A 



 

 

market collapse like that one is driven by sellers who are down 20% but continue to sell because they 

think there is another 20% downside.  For many, the trauma of that experience was amplified by the 

market’s sudden rebound.   

 

Suffice it to say, investors are more nervous than apathetic right now.  The Federal Reserve has backed 

off of its hawkish stance and is now downright dovish (no more interest rate increases are expected in 

2019).  This change has comforted but also confused equity investors; now we have to wonder why the 

Fed is so worried!   Discussions about recession are omnipresent, and there are now more yield curve 

watchers than we can remember.  Every day, market strategists slice and dice the yield curve in order 

to divine the most accurate odds of a recession (a flat or inverted yield curve can indicate that odds of a 

recession are relatively high).  Some strategists point to the currently minimal spread between 2-year 

and 10-year U.S. Treasuries; others say the 10-year to 30-year Treasury spread is more important (this 

spread has been steepening).  The U.S. equity market trades dramatically on these shifting tea leaves, 

and that market action, regardless of its sagacity, indicates to us that investors are worried, nervous, 

and temperamental.  The market’s wild ride over the past few months reminds us that trying to guess 

when the market will turn up or down is kind of like playing the lottery (enticing but useless for most 

of us).   

 

“Slowing but growing” now appears to be the consensus for U.S. earnings this year, an outlook that 

makes sense to us.  Since stock price/earnings multiples have come down to near average levels, slow 

earnings growth may be enough to keep the equity market, in bowling terms, “between the gutters” for 

the rest of this year.  Brexit chaos, breakdowns in the trade negotiation with China, or other, 

unforeseeable events are the likely reasons why the consensus outlook could turn out to be wrong.   

 

Longer term, we continue to suspect that the U.S. equity market will stumble through a low return 

environment (2% to 6% average annual returns).  It is easy and popular to warn clients to have low 

expectations going forward, but it’s probably true this time!  The current 10-Year U.S. Treasury Note, 

cited above, may be the best (worst) and most obvious harbinger of mediocre returns to come.  But 

there is also sobering data, based on Robert Shiller’s CAPE Ratio (Cyclically Adjusted PE Ratio) 

which indicate that 5, 10, and 20-year returns from today’s levels
4
 will be lower than average and 

perhaps under 5%, compounded.
5
  That performance will be lower than we are used to and, if true, 

highly problematic for endowments and pension plans (and individual investors!) that are using much 

higher return assumptions.  The (publicly traded) investment antidote to this prognosis should include, 

in our opinion, exposure to small capitalization companies with the potential to outperform the market.    

 

 

                                                 
4
 Determined in the CAPE methodology, basically, by the previous 10 year’s equity returns and resulting valuation.   

5 Research Affiliates, LLC, based on data from Bloomberg and Robert Shiller.  Presented by Rob Arnott at “Advisor Symposium 2019”, 

March 11-13, 2019.   



INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT OF VIRGINIA, LLC

SMALL CAPITALIZATION PORTFOLIO COMPOSITE

ACCOMPANYING NOTES

Benchmark

Total Return Total Return Benchmark Composite Russell 2000 Composite Composite Assets Strategy Assets Model Assets Non-Fee Paying Percentage of Total Firm Assets

Gross Net
B

Russell 2000 3 Yr. St. Dev.
C

3 Yr. St. Dev.
C

Number of Dispersion
C

End of Period End of Period
D

End of Period
D

Composite Assets Non-Fee Paying End of Period

Year
A

(Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) Accounts (Percent) (Millions) (Millions) (Millions) End of Period (MM) Composite Assets (Millions)

2009 39.21 38.57 27.17 N/A N/A 17 4.12 14.06 29.22 N/A 4.55 32.37% 335.79

2010 32.00 31.51 26.85 N/A N/A 15 0.74 13.39 38.39 N/A 2.64 19.74% 427.21

2011 1.89 1.41 -4.18 24.19 24.99 16 0.74 13.41 38.85 45.11 2.47 18.43% 409.51

2012 24.37 23.70 16.35 19.84 20.20 22 0.55 15.46 58.06 73.37 2.77 17.94% 526.95

2013 36.11 35.24 38.82 15.86 16.45 53 0.80 29.85 139.01 184.94 2.26 7.56% 697.44

2014 -6.44 -7.10 4.89 11.98 13.12 50 0.68 27.70 106.25 162.01 2.40 8.65% 549.17

2015 -12.27 -12.88 -4.41 13.59 13.96 41 0.66 22.58 64.53 93.92 2.19 9.71% 437.32

2016 25.83 24.99 21.31 15.12 15.76 33 0.80 25.71 67.55 41.43 1.95 7.57% 484.18

2017 4.90 4.25 14.65 14.74 13.91 26 0.70 30.23 62.09 12.09 2.04 6.74% 491.22

2018 -8.56 -9.05 -11.01 17.31 15.79 25 0.46 24.91 54.44 7.73 1.68 6.75% 448.68

     *2019 9.91 9.78 14.58 N/A N/A 24 N/A 25.80 59.39 8.64 1.75 6.78% 494.62

* 2019 performance returns are for the period ending 3/31/19.

A. Inception of the composite was 1/1/94.  Creation of the composite was 1/1/94.

B. Fee schedule:  1.00% per annum on the first $1 million of assets; 0.75% per annum on assets greater than $1 million.  Fees are negotiable.

C.

D.

managed by other firms based on model portfolios submitted by IMVA.

1. Basis of Presentation

2. Composite Criteria

3. Calculation Methodology

4. Comparison with Market Index

5. SEC Advertising Disclosure Footnotes

6. Additional Information

The Composite results are time-weighted rates of return net of commissions, custodial fees, and any other expenses incurred in the management of accounts.  Accounts may be shown gross or net of withholding taxes on foreign dividends based 

on the custodian.  These returns have been presented both gross and net of investment advisory fees.  Quarterly composite rates of return, which are net of investment advisory fees, are calculated at the account level.  For each account, the fee 

percentage is subtracted from the account's gross monthly return, during the month the fee is incurred, to obtain a monthly account return net of investment advisory fees.  The three-year annualized standard deviation measures the variability of 

the composite and the benchmark returns over the preceding 36-month period.  The annual composite dispersion presented is an asset-weighted standard deviation calculated for the accounts in the composite the entire year.  Additional 

information regarding policies for valuing portfolios, calculating performance and preparing compliant presentations is available upon request.

Results of the Composite are shown compared to the Russell 2000 Index.  The Russell 2000 Index is comprised of the 2,000 smallest companies in the Russell 3000 Index, which measures the performance of the 3,000 largest publicly held 

companies incorporated in America, as defined by total market capitalization.  The Russell 2000 represents approximately 1% of the Russell 3000 Index total market capitalization.  For comparison purposes, the Russell 2000 is a fully invested 

index, which includes reinvestment of income, and the performance has been linked in the same manner as the Small Capitalization Portfolio Composite.  The returns for this unmanaged index do not include any transaction costs, management 

fees, or other costs.  Investment Management of Virginia, LLC takes no responsibility for the validity of the index and/or other performance numbers provided by reputable outside sources.  The S&P 400 Index was used prior to 12/31/00 as a 

comparison index.  It was replaced with the S&P 600 Index on 12/31/00 because this index was a more accurate representation of the market capitalization of the securities in the client accounts.  The S&P 600 Index was dropped as an index as 

of 3/31/12 due to low usage of that index by institutional investors.

All performance composite returns are reported net and gross of investment advisory fees charged by Investment Management of Virginia, and reflect the reinvestment of dividends and other earnings.  The investment returns will be reduced 

by commissions, custodial fees, and any other expenses incurred in the management of accounts.  Accounts may be shown gross or net of withholding taxes on foreign dividends based on the custodian.  Net performance reflects the deduction 

of actual quarterly fees for each account in the composite with the exception of one non-fee paying account in the composite for the periods prior to 9/30/2006.  An implied 100 bps fee was applied to calculate net performance for the account.  

Gross of fees performance returns are presented before investment management fees.  

A complete presentation of any composite and/or a list of all composite descriptions is available upon request.  Such inquiries should be addressed to George McVey, Investment Management of Virginia, LLC, 919 E. Main Street, Suite 1600, 

Richmond, Virginia 23219, or contact him through email at gmcvey@imva.net.

Past performance is no guarantee of future results, and no representation is made that results similar to those shown can be achieved.  All portfolios have the potential of profit and/or loss on the investment securities.

N/A for the current year signifies that the information is not available until year end.  N/A for previous years signifies that the information was not required.

Investment Management of Virginia, LLC claims compliance with the Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS®) and has prepared and presented this report in compliance with the GIPS standards.  Investment Management of 

Virginia, LLC has been independently verified for the periods January 1, 1993 through December 31, 2018.  Verification assesses whether (1) the firm has complied with all the composite construction requirements of the GIPS standards on a 

firm-wide basis and (2) the firm’s policies and procedures are designed to calculate and present performance in compliance with the GIPS standards.  The Small Capitalization Portfolio composite has been examined for the periods January 1, 

1994 through December 31, 2018.  The verification and performance examination reports are available upon request.

Investment Management of Virginia, LLC ("IMVA") is a registered investment adviser under the Investment Advisors Act of 1940.  IMVA was originally established as Scott & Stringfellow Capital Management, Inc., a division of Scott & 

Stringfellow, in 1982.  In March 1999, Scott & Stringfellow became a wholly owned subsidiary of Branch Banking & Trust Company (BB&T).  IMVA became an independent investment adviser in July of 2000 when the principals of Scott & 

Stringfellow Capital Management, Inc. purchased IMVA from BB&T.  Total firm assets exclude model programs.  Additionally, as supplemental information, as of March 31, 2019, the firm provides models to programs managing a total of 

approximately $13.78 million in assets based on those models (this figure includes the Small Capitalization Portfolio model assets and all other model portfolio assets at IMVA). 

The Composite consists of institutional, endowment, retirement, and individual accounts.  Tax-exempt and taxable accounts are included. The Composite seeks a strong total return through capital appreciation in small capitalization companies.  

The primary investment criteria are strong upside potential at a reasonable price.  Results are based on fully discretionary accounts under management, including those accounts no longer with the firm.  Performance results of the Composite are 

based on U.S. dollar returns.

Supplemental information.  In addition to composite assets, strategy assets include separately managed accounts that do not meet the criteria for inclusion in the composite and wrap accounts.  Small Capitalization Portfolio model assets are 


